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ABSTRACT
The abstract should be no longer than 150 words and tell the reader what the paper is about. It should be centered with 1.25 cm (0.5 inch) indentation on both the left and right margins as shown here. A note about authors: list only those who actually contributed to the writing of this paper. All the members of the team should not be listed as authors unless they all wrote at least a page of the material for the paper.

INTRODUCTION
Try to match the heading styles shown (12 point bold typeface in all caps, left justified, for first level headings, 12 point bold typeface in leading caps, left justified, for second level headings, and 12 point italicized plain typeface in leading caps, left justified, for third level headings). Limit your headings to three levels. This is a serif font, which means it has little ornamental marks coming off the edges of the letters as opposed to a sans serif font such as the following: which does not have these ornamental marks.

Second Level Heading
The main body of the text, as shown here, is a 12 point font size with 14 point leading. New paragraphs are not indented from the left margin, however they are separated by a blank line. The font size tells you how large the letters are, and the leading tells you how much space there is between the lines of text. Center page numbers 1.25 cm (0.5 inches) just below the bottom of the lower text margin as shown on this page, and use the format, “Page n of x” with a sans serif typeface.

A Third Level Heading
All pages have 2.5cm (1 inch) margins on all sides. Only page numbers are allowed to violate margins. Papers are limited to 12 pages (including figures and references, if any). The format shall be single-sided with text occupying a space no greater than 22.86 cm (9 inches) tall by 16.51 cm (6.5 inches) wide centered on each page.

Use tables and figures to concisely state your point. A table title appears above the table it references and appears in all caps and centered, whereas a figure title appears beneath the figure and with only leading capitalization. Both table and figure titles are italicized as shown in the examples below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. LIFT CAPABILITY FOR VARIOUS PROPELLER PITCHES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure 1. Retrieval mechanism solenoid configuration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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